Open Bucket Bottle Calf Show

1. Project open to any youth that has completed Kindergarten through 3rd grade.
2. Participants must enter using the Open Livestock form found in the forms section. Mail the form to Amy Main, 6537 Highway 9, Buffalo Center, Iowa 50424, by July 1.
3. ID tags and forms can be found at the Winnebago Co. Extension office.
4. No entry fee. Premiums will not be paid. Ribbons will be given. Exhibitors will not participate in the ribbon auction.
5. Only one animal will be allowed to show.
6. Any newborn or orphan dairy or beef calf (steer or heifer), calved between February 1 & May 15. Must be in possession of member within two weeks of birth.
7. Calf must be free of any contagious or infectious conditions. See Health Requirements of the Fairbook.
8. Calf must be bucket or bottle fed. No nursing permitted.
9. Calves will be shown at halter. Animals will be washed & brushed, no clipping.
10. The calves may be divided into classes depending on number of entries. This will be at the discretion of the superintendent.
11. Calf will be taken home after show.

Judging criteria:
   a. What participant has learned about care & raising of the calf.
   b. General health, conditions & management of the calf & exhibitors knowledge in this area.
   c. The fitting & showing of the calf (only washing & brushing, no clipping) with emphasis on what member has learned.
   d. Confirmation or quality of the calf will not be considered since purchase was not on that basis.

Open Bottle Lamb Show
Following the 4-H/FFA Show

1. Project open to any youth that has completed Kindergarten through 3rd grade.
2. Participants must enter using the Open Livestock form found in the forms section. Mail the form to Amy Main, 6537 Highway 9, Buffalo Center, Iowa 50424, by July 1.
3. ID tags and forms can be found at the Winnebago Co. Extension office.
4. No entry fee. Premiums will not be paid. Ribbons will be given. Exhibitors will not participate in the ribbon auction.
5. Only one animal will be allowed to show.
6. Lambs must be born after January 1 and must be bottle-fed. No nursing permitted.
7. All lambs are to be halter broke and shown at halter.
8. Lambs must be free of any contagious or infectious conditions. See Health Requirements of the Fairbook.
9. Lambs must be docked, castrated and shorn.
10. Lamb will be taken home after show.

Judging criteria
   a. Participant interview – what member has learned about care and raising of the lamb.
   b. Cleanliness and overall appearance with emphasis on what the exhibitor has learned.
   c. General health, conditions and management of the lamb and young person’s knowledge in this area.